Determination of the unknown age at first capture of western rock lobsters (Panulirus cygnus) by random effects model.
We propose a method for fitting growth curves to multiple recapture data of lobsters when the age at first capture is unknown. The von Bertalanffy growth curve is used to model the growth. To account for individual variability, the unknown age in logarithmic scale of a lobster at first capture, the individual asymptotic size, and the individual growth coefficient of its carapace length are modeled as random effects with a trivariate normal distribution. Unlike previously suggested models, the present model permits correlation between the growth coefficient and the age at first capture and can be fitted readily using existing software. The error structures between consecutive recaptures of a lobster are assumed to be a first-order autoregressive process with unequally spaced time points. A comparison between this model and the Fabens growth equation is given. The proposed method is a flexible method and can be applied to fit different growth equations when the age at first capture is unknown.